
Year 8/Nurture
Overview

Chemistry Title Hours NC Link Big Question

Compounds vs mixtures 1
3.2b, 2.1a, 

2.1b, 

What are the difference 

between compounds and 

mixtures?

Names of compunds 1 3.2b How are compounds named?

Compund formulas 1 3.2b, 2.1a

How do you write the formula 

for compounds?

Word equations 1
3.2b, 2.1a, 

2.1b

How can chemical reactions be 

represented?

Symbol equations 2

How can chemical reactions be 

represented by symbol 

equations?

Properties of compounds 1 3.2b, 2.1a, 2.1b

How are the properties of 

compounds linked to their 

uses?

Revision 1

Assessment 1
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Keywords

Detail Practical

All: To name a compound and a mixture                                                 

Most: To explain why compounds are different to 

mixtures                       Some: To give a definition of a 

coumpoud and explain why certain substances are 

either mixtures or compounds.

Samples of different mixtures 

and compounds

All: To give the names of 3 compounds based on the 

elements they are made up of                                                                          

Most: To give the names of 5 compounds based on the 

elements they are made up of and explain how the 

name is formed.                                                                                               

Some: To name compounds based on the enelemts 

which have formed them.                                                                                        

All: To write the formula for water, carbon dioxide and 

methane                                                                                         

Most: To write the formula for 5 different compounds                    

Some: To write the formula for many different 

compounds.

All: To be able to write 3 different word equations                                  

Most: To be able to write 5 different words equations                          

Some: To be able to write word and symbol equations

All: To write 3 sybmbol equations                                                   

Most: To wite 5 symbol equations and balance 1 

equation                                            Some: To write and 

balance symbol equations

All: To describe the properties and uses of 2 

compounds                Most: To describe the properties 

and uses of 5 compounds         Some: To explain how 

the properties of compounds are linked to the uses.



Differentiation

Special needs. Concentrate on the concrete idea that compounds do not 

have the same properties as the elements they are made from, rather 

then the much more conceptual issue of molecule formation.Extension. 

Challenge pupils to explain why water doesn’t burn. 

Special needs. Avoid moving onto compounds of three elements, such 

as ‘ates’. Ensure pupils can understand the elemental origins of basic 

compounds like magnesium oxide and iron sulfide. It may be better to 

use the plenary card sort as the main activityExtension. Find out the 

difference between carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. [Carbon dioxide 

(CO2) contains two oxygen atoms, while carbon monoxide (CO) only 

contains one.]

Special needs. Bond formation between atoms is a highly conceptual 

idea. A simpler model, though one with some flaws, can be found through 

the use of building blocks, such as Lego. Extension. Use the ‘Stretch 

yourself’ section described in the pupil book.

Special needs. Pupils could use word cards to sort out the equations. 

Extension. Pupils could find out how scientists and engineers try to 

ensure nuclear power stations are safe. Ask pupils to write a risk 

assessment for Homer Simpson’s job. You could show them the opening 

credits to The Simpsons  as inspiration.

Special needs. The idea of molecules is highly conceptual but pupils 

may find it much easier to handle the concrete evidence that carbon 

dioxide gas behaves the same however it is formed.  Extension. Ask 

pupils to use molecular model kits to demonstrate why the carbon dioxide 

formed is the same in each part of the practical.



Pupil Current levelTarget level

Learning Style

Visual:  Making observations.Auditory:  Describing their observations.Kinaesthetic: 

Carrying out practical work to make a compound.Intrapersonal:  Understanding the 

concept that atoms can join together to form molecules of elements or compounds.

Auditory: Describing and discussing the rules for naming compounds.Kinaesthetic: 

Card sort.Interpersonal: Discussing with others.Intrapersonal: Understanding that 

names have an origin.

Visual:  Making observations.Auditory:  Describing the rules for reading 

formulas.Kinaesthetic:  Forming molecules using themselves as atoms.Interpersonal: 

Working with others to form molecules.Intrapersonal:  Understanding the concept that 

atoms can only bond in a certain way.

Visual:  Making observations.Auditory:  Describing their observations and writing word 

equations.Kinaesthetic:  Forming human word equations.Interpersonal:  Working with 

others costructing word quations.Intrapersonal:  Understanding how to describe reactions 

by word equations.

Visual:  Making observations.Auditory:  Describing their observations.Kinaesthetic: 

Carrying out practical work.Interpersonal:  Working with others during the practical and 

discussing ideas with other pupils.Intrapersonal:  Understanding that a compound has 

constant properties.


